
Little Miss Witch
DESIGNED BY PAM KELLOGG

This delightful little darling makes a perfect Halloween treat
for any cross stitcher.  It’s quick and easy, and the glow-in-the-
dark Kreinik braid makes it extra fun.

We stitched our model over two threads on Zweigart’s 25-
count Lugana (Gold/Sand), but you can also stitch it over one
thread on a tan 14-count Aida.  Or why not stitch it on 14-count
waste canvas attached to a denim shirt or canvas tote bag and
wear it around this Halloween.

DESIGN SIZE: 23 WIDE X 45 HIGH

Materials needed
• Kreinik Fine (#8) Braid in 012 Purple, 053F Lime, 054F
Lemon-Lime, 055F Watermelon, 026 Amethyst
• Cotton embroidery floss as listed in color key
• Zweigart 25-count Gold/Sand Lugana 
• #24 Tapestry Needle

Instructions
Each square on the graph equals two Lugana fabric threads.
Cross stitch:

use two strands of cotton floss or one strand of Fine (#8) 
Braid according to color key

Backstitching:
• Collar and buttons: one strand white floss
• Eyes, mouth, hat: one strand black floss
• Witch’s hair: one strand Fine (#8) Braid 026
• Stem on flower on hat: one strand Fine (#8) Braid 053F
• Flower on hat and pattern in dress: one strand Fine (#8) 

Braid 054F
• Hatband and heart: one strand Fine (#8) Braid 055F

French Knots (•): 
• Eyes: one strand (wrap twice) White floss
• Flower: one strand (wrap twice) Fine (#8) Braid 055F

Color Key:
DMC ANCHOR

j White 1
E 310         403 Black
2 317 400 Pewter Grey
T 413 401 Dk Pewter Gray
l 3799 236 Vy Dk Pewter Gray

KREINIK FINE (#8) BRAID

H 012 Purple
v 053F Lime
X 054F Lemon-Lime
4 055F Watermelon

026 Amethyst (backstitching)
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Kreinik Consumer Info: 1-800-537-2166 or kreinik@kreinik.com

© Copyright 2000 Kreinik Mfg. Co., Inc. 
This design may be reproduced but not sold.

About the designer, Pam Kellogg
Pam Kellogg learned to stitch from her mother and

grandmother when she was about 8 years old. She
still has the stamped dish towel that was her first
project.  Stitchery eventually became her passion and
her career.

Pam began designing in 1989 when she couldn’t
find a particular pattern to stitch as a gift for a friend.
Her local needlework shop hired her to do custom
charts, then Pam eventually began submitting designs
to publications. Her projects have since appeared in
The Cross Stitcher, Just Cross Stitch, The
Needleworker and more. 

Nature, the holidays,  the seasons, and cats inspire
Pam’s design ideas.  Pam thinks beyond the ‘picture’
as she works, considering how threads can bring the
design to life. “Kreinik threads are so much fun to
work with and so versatile with all the color options
and thicknesses that they are available in, “ Pam says.
“Not only do they add sparkle, but they’re wonderful
for creating texture as well.”

Tune in to the Kreinik Freebie page for future
designs from Pam. Learn more about her upcoming
leaflets by visiting her site at www.kittyandme.com. 


